
Pure Reiki Healing Mastery: Review Examining Owen Coleman's Pure Reiki Training Released 

NaturesMagicGift.com releases a review of Owen Coleman’s Pure Reiki Healing Mastery, a new training 
program that promises to teach users how to master the spiritual healing power of Reiki in as little as 48 hours. 

Pure Reiki Healing Mastery – a new course designed to teach users how to properly utilize the spiritual healing 
powers of Reiki has been generating a lot of buzz in the natural health community, attracting the attention of Will 
DeMarco of NaturesMagicGift.com, and prompting an investigative review.

“These days people from all around the world are embracing Reiki and other holistic approaches for maintaining 
their health and well-being,”says DeMarco. “One of the reasons that these alternative treatments are so popular 
is simply because people are having have trouble finding mainstream solutions for their problems. Most people 
start off going the traditional route, but if nothing else is working it only makes sense to explore all of the 
options available, and as a result, more and more people are being introduced to the healing powers of Reiki. Up 
until now it has always been a very long and arduous process to learn Reiki, as most training programs require a 
sizable investment of time and money. So when I heard about Pure Reiki Healing Mastery, which claims to teach 
you how to become a skilled Reiki healer in as little as 48 hours I had to take a look and see if this was indeed a 
resource worth recommending to our online followers.” 

Reiki is a spiritual healing practice that was founded in Japan by Mikao Usui in 1922. Usui believed that one 
could tap into a universal life force energy and re-balance the energy that exists in all human beings in order to 
heal physical or emotional problems. According to Reiki, physical and emotional pain is the result of disruptions 
in the life force energies and re-balancing that force results in healing.

“Our review explains that the program is available digitally online and includes a comprehensive set of step-by-
step training manuals which provide instructions on how become a Reiki Master with the ability to restore 
balanced, free-flowing energy to any area of the body,” reports DeMarco. “Sure, some people are skeptical when 
they hear about dissolving so-called 'energy blocks', and the like, but whether one is a skeptic or not, if a person 
is interested in holistic treatments and natural health, I think it will be hard for them to go through this course 
and not find the material truly fascinating. It's no wonder that so many people are getting into Reiki these days, 
and we are proud to recommend Pure Reiki Healing Mastery as an excellent resource for anyone with a desire to 
become a Reiki master.”

Those wishing to purchase Pure Reiki Healing Mastery, or for more information, click here.

NaturesMagicGift.com's reviews of holistic treatments are provided as information only, and are not intended as 
a substitute for advice from your physician or other health care professional. You should consult with a 
healthcare professional before starting any diet, exercise or supplementation program, before taking any 
medication, or if you suspect you may have a health problem. You should not stop taking any medication without 
first consulting your physician.

Will DeMarco's Pure Reiki Healing Mastery review is available here: http://naturesmagicgift.com/holistic-
treatments/owen-colemans-pure-reiki-healing-mastery-review/
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